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Whitenoise encryption provides the highest level of
security with the greatest speed with virtually no overhead and
with no latency in telecommunications of all kinds.

Abstract - Traditionally distributed key systems required that a
key be delivered through courier or in person to each person that
you wish to establish a secure link with. The approach herein has
eliminated this encumbrance. At any time, you can start
communicating to someone else that uses this framework without
having to wait for a distributed key to be delivered.

Whitenoise can be deployed either in software or on silicon.
The KeyVault and GateKeeper systems work
together to create a layer on any IP based network like the
Internet that allows communications to remain secure and
confidential. The innovative component is the implementation

A distributed key is a key that has been pre-distributed by some
manual means to the parties involved. This is the most secure
method of ensuring key privacy. However, this is a problem when
new dynamic sessions need to be established between a party
with a pre-distributed key and others who do not have preshared key information.
This configuration uses the distributed key, not as a key for a
point-to-point link, as would traditionally be done, but instead
that key is used to distribute encrypted “session” keys to be used
for the original intention of establishing secure links of
communication. Distributed keys by their nature, not only allow
for the encryption of traffic, but also the authentication of the
other party.

of a dynamic distributed key system.
II.

DEPLOYING THE SYSTEM

The GateKeeper and KeyVault servers can be used in
any tier of network architectures traveling from IP to IP. It
can be used from computer to computer, network to network,
or computer to network. It can be used in any IP to IP context:
wired-to-wired, wireless-to-wired, and wireless-to-wireless.
These applications can work separately and independently but
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I.

they obviously compliment each other.
The system is able to plug anywhere into a network

INTRODUCTION

This secure tunnel system is composed of two

easily because it relies on the data link layer between systems.

applications called the GateKeeper and the KeyVault. They

Using the data link layer instead, allows immediate integration

work together to create a dynamic distributed key environment

with every IP based application with no delay.

for TCP/UDP tunneling. The GateKeeper creates and encrypts

applications don’t even know that the tunnel is there at all.
Some

tunnels based on simple standard netfilter rules while the

other

encryption

systems

rely on

The

the

KeyVault facilitates the retrieval of point-to-point keys as

application level (SSH is an example of this). When the

required by GateKeepers as they talk to each other. The

application level is used, the secure tunnel is application

system facilitates near-transparent, dynamic, encrypted point-

specific and needs to be re-integrated with each application

to-point communication between networks on a network.

that wishes to utilize it.

This application uses the Whitenoise Superkey

There is a simple, hybrid TLS-WN-DIVA extension

Encryption Algorithm (WSEA) [1] [2], a new generation

for openSSL and LDAP/CAS (Microsoft) [3] which is an

symmetric stream cipher. Stream ciphers convert plaintext to

example of an approach that overcomes many of application

ciphertext one bit at a time. WSEA, completely random and

level limitations by incorporating a Transport Layer Security

non-repetitive,

extension.

can

encrypt

never-ending

streams

of

The GateKeeper tunneling system could be used on

communications traffic.

its own to only facilitate the traditional notion of static point-
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to-point tunnels that would be useful for ISPs, governments,

responses.

embassies, or corporations.
The KeyVault architecture to distribute session keys
based on a distributed key allows point-to-point dynamic
connections that can be applied on other areas of the network
apart from the tunnel.
No one GateKeeper can decrypt arbitrary data. When
encrypted data needs to be decrypted, only the destination
computer can decrypt it since only the two computers involved
in the transmission can obtain the session keys from the
KeyVault. The session keys are encrypted by a unique key

Distributed Key Paradigm: Each GateKeeper will
have a unique key-pairing with it’s KeyVault

pairing with the key vault. The GateKeeper client creates and
encrypts the request for the session key with the other
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GateKeeper with its private distributed key. Only the
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KeyVault that holds the session key has a copy of that private
key. Only the two GateKeepers involved in the session could
request the session key since their private keys authenticate
their requests with the KeyVault.
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KeyVault (Has Key 1 and 2,
and can generate session keys)

The two GateKeepers request a session key from
the KeyVault using their assigned keys (assigned
physically on installation), then communicate with
eachother using that session key.

GateKeeper for Network (Has Key 2)

with the GateKeeper on the initiating side, move on to the
KeyVault, and finally end at the receiving side. This can be
seen in the subsequent diagram. The GateKeeper and the
KeyVault work together to form the distributed key system in
establishing

secure

point-to-point

GateKeeper

communicates

through

communication.
tunnels

to

The

The actual composition of the encapsulated packet is
as follows:

Unwrapped VS Wrapped Packets

other

ETHERNET HEADER (DST MAC,
SRC MAC, ETHERNET CRC)

GateKeepers using existing cached keys, and retrieves any
needed session keys from the KeyVault as needed. The
KeyVault simply receives and respond to key requests. The
KeyVault application has one main loop that listens for

IP HEADER (IP’s, fragment info, etc)

ETHERNET HEADER (DST MAC,
SRC MAC, ETHERNET CRC)

IP HEADER (IP’s, fragment info, etc)

Structure on left gets transformed into
structure on right when wrapped.

UDP HEADER (DST PORT, SRC
PORT, UDP PACKET SIZE,
CHECKSUM)

ETHERNET HEADER (DST MAC,
SRC MAC, ETHERNET CRC)

incoming key requests, and fulfills the requests with key
PROTOCOL HEADER (UDP, TCP,
etc)

IP HEADER (IP’s, fragment info, etc)

PROTOCOL DATA PAYLOAD

PROTOCOL HEADER (UDP, TCP,
etc)

PROTOCOL DATA PAYLOAD

WHITENOISE HEADER
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Once the packet has been encapsulated into the new

then the percentage overhead is relatively large. However, if

packet with the Whitenoise header, the embedded packet can

large packets from file transfers are used then the overhead is

be encrypted with the appropriate session key.

very low.

The reasons UDP packets were chosen to encapsulate
the encrypted traffic are twofold:

III.

IMPLEMENTATION IMPLICATIONS

UDP is the only common protocol that includes the
data size in the protocol, thereby allowing additional headers
to be appended

There are some implications in implementing a
secure tunneling system combined with the KeyVault system.

Since this is a tunnel protocol, if any re-transmission
of data is required, the clients can request it. It is not needed

Not only does the system create a secure point-to-point
communications layer but it also provides a way for

for the tunnel to keep track of lost data.

dynamically adding new GateKeepers to the system without

The Whitenoise header consists of information to use
the encryption, and some information regarding fragmentation
for when the tunnel needs to fragment the data packets due to

having to copy the key manually to every other client before
communication can commence. Additionally it is satisfying
the authentication requirement.

the MTU being exceeded.

The problem with SSH (an alternative secure tunnel
system) for example is that it is vulnerable to man-in-the-

Whitenoise GateKeeper Tunnel Header

middle attacks. Man-in-the-middle attacks, MiM, include any
type of network attack where your information could pass

64 Bit Source Serial

through the hands of a hacker without you even realizing it.
64 Bit Source Offset

Distributed keys, by their very nature destroy the

64 Bit Destination Serial

1 Bit
1 Bit
Fragmented Fragment #

30 Bit Reserved

possibility of a MITM attack; since, an unencrypted key
exchange never occurs there is never a chance for a hacker to

32 Bit Fragment ID

intercept or spoof the keys.
The first serial is the serial of the originating system,

Secure communication channels may be mandated at

the second serial is the destination system serial, and the offset

an organization or perhaps authentication is the goal. Imagine

is the offset into the Whitenoise stream that was used to

a scenario where a company only accepts email from other

encrypt this particular packet.

companies that have their email servers connected to a central

The fragmented bit indicates if this is a fragmented

KeyVault authority. Anyone that sends and receives email

tunnel packet, the 1 bit fragment number indicates if it’s the

through this system is guaranteed knowledge of the e-mail’s

first or second fragment, 30 bits have been reserved for a an

server of origin. This enables trusted authentication of email

authentication pad and 32 bits are used for the fragment id

which is difficult at the moment.

used to distinguish these fragments to other fragments. There

Since the system relies on Berkeley packet filter type

is a 1 in 2^32 chance that fragments may have overlapping

expressions to determine the types of packets read, this system

fragment ids and this would corrupt the re-assembly.

could be easily integrated with firewall features.

This header consists of 256 bits plus the additional

IV.

TRADITIONAL ATTACKS

Ethernet, IP, and protocol headers in the encapsulated packet.
This makes up the overhead in the tunnel system.

This

There are many traditional data link based attacks

overhead is per packet, so if many small packets are sent out,

used to steal data in transit on a local area network. These
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attacks are often oriented around intercepting data and

system without direct integration with asymmetric public key

viewing communications that wasn’t meant for them. Some

infrastructures (PKI).

attacks are performance hit oriented like DDOS.
The two categories of techniques for stealing data

A dynamic distributed key extension eliminates

usually involve either pure pass-through interception of the

system vulnerability to man-in-the-middle attacks. It has no

traffic, or alternatively some sort of authentication simulation.

exposed public key and mitigates against known attacks

In an SSH handshake for example, the man-in-the-middle

particularly quantum computing attacks because of the use of

(attacker) would shake hands with both parties making them

Whitenoise keys.

believe the MiM is actually the other party.
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